Beautiful HOMES

Family jewel

A SYDNEY COUPLE ARE INSPIRED BY THEIR HERITAGE HOME’S
GRAND OLD FEATURES TO CREATE A STYLISH, COMFORTABLE HUB
Story STEPHANIE HOPE Styling KAYLA GEX Photography MAREE HOMER

WE LOVE...

privacy plants

In any high-density area,
backyard privacy is an issue.
“We have a unit block next door
and planted a hedge along that
fence with a variety of lilly pilly
called ‘Goodbye Neighbours’,”
says Sarah. “It grew quickly
and is quite hardy. There was a
small gap so we planted a large
ornamental pear there – seven
years on, it fills that space
perfectly. You can sit in the
back garden and not see the
unit building at all. It’s
completely private.”

TOGETHER TIME “The backyard
is our sanctuary from our busy
lives, a place to sit and relax,”
says homeowner Sarah (pictured,
with husband Paul and sons
Benjamin, left, and Sebastian).
An outdoor dining setting from
Harvey Norman is the perfect
place to sit with a glass of wine
while the boys play, and the Steel
Cucine four-burner barbecue from
The BBQ Store makes entertaining
outdoors a breeze. The roof of the
new extension is Colorbond in
Wallaby. For a similar awning,
try the Protecta Straight Drop
from Intex Concepts. >
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T

he Sydney suburb of Haberfield is just six
kilometres from the CBD, but its wide streets,
established gardens and parks give it a ‘small
village’ feel that is ideal for raising a family.
This vibe, along with the neighbourhood’s
rich Italian influence and delightful heritage
homes, is what drew Sarah and her husband
Paul to the area 16 years ago. “Our house is on
a fairly busy street, which we were hesitant about at first, but we love
how it connects us with our local community,” says Sarah, who is mum
to Benjamin, 13, and Sebastian (Basti), 10. “Over the years we’ve met
many locals who stop for a chat about our renovations or the gardens.
You don’t get that in a lot of other suburbs.”
When they purchased the Federation-style home, it had most of its
original features but the layout wasn’t ideal. “We were lucky that,
unlike many of the other homes in the area, it hadn’t been subjected
to a tacky 1980s renovation,” says Sarah. “Although at the back, it was
basically a lean-to with a few ugly, utilitarian-style rooms and an
outside toilet. We weren’t sad to eventually knock that part down.”
She and Paul renovated in stages, starting with an eight-month
restoration of the house’s facade before moving in, followed by a more
substantial renovation and extension out the back in 2010. “The aim
of the extension was to give us more usable space – an internal laundry,
an extra bathroom, a large kitchen and space for entertaining,” she says.
However, it was another 10 years before they could properly furnish
and decorate their renovated home. “Caring for sick parents, running
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LAMP BLOOMINGDALES RUG INTERNATIONAL FLOORCOVERINGS THROW
ST ALBANS SIDE TABLE & CONSOLE (LEFT) GLOBE IMPORTS CUSTOM CURTAINS
STUDIO TRIO RALPH LAUREN ‘MODERN’ LANTERNS LAURA KINCADE RUNNER
TAPPETI ARTWORKS ABSTRACT FINE ART VIA ETSY (LEFT) DESIGNER BOYS

LIVING AREA “In the mornings, I love to sit in this armchair,” says Sarah of her
favoured old chair, which was re-covered in Schumacher ‘Abstract Leaf’ fabric
(try Xavier Furniture). “It’s a peaceful way to start my day.” This bright and
breezy space flows to the deck and connects with the kitchen and dining. Other
seating is in the form of a Molmic ‘Shona’ sofa in Schumacher ‘Auden’ fabric.
The studded table by Studio Trio is in La Casa leather by Warwick, while the
EF Chapman ‘Darlana’ pendant light is from Laura Kincade and custom joinery
stores board games, puzzles, photo albums, platters and “millions of cat toys”
for pet cat Shibi. ENTRY Once the front door opens (opposite), the home’s
original features make an impact. “That’s what drew us to this house,” says
Sarah. “That link with its history was important for us to maintain.” >
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THOMAS O’BRIEN ‘ROBINSON’ PENDANT LIGHTS LAURA KINCADE
‘CHIPPENDALE’ KITCHEN STOOLS LINCOLN BROOKS CLOCK INTERIORS
ONLINE ACTUAL PAINT COLOURS MAY VARY ON APPLICATION

DINING AREA Interior designer Lauren Mahoney custom-designed
the solid-oak dining table with its round stainless steel flush inlay.
‘Chippendale’ chairs with Schumacher upholstery (try Orient House)
and a rattan cocktail cart, both from Lincoln Brooks, an EF Chapman
‘Darlana’ pendant from Laura Kincade and an Ornate Palm artwork from
Designer Boys give the corner a modern colonial feel. “We eat here as
a family most nights and sit here when we entertain,” says Sarah.
KITCHEN The Provincial Kitchens-designed kitchen (opposite) has
shaker-profile cabinetry, a modern splashback of ‘Crackle Dove’ tiles
from Surface Gallery, Calacutta Primo rear counters from WK Quantum
Quartz and a redgum timber benchtop for the four-metre island using
reclaimed beams from a demolished shopping centre. The island is in
Dulux Blue Sou’Wester and interior walls are in Dulux Palace Stone.

a family business and having two children meant the finishing touches
took longer than we would have liked,” explains Sarah. “The house was
lovely but it was pretty basic. We didn’t have the time or the budget
to execute the full decorating vision.”
In 2020, they were in a better position – and
Sarah had just the person waiting in the wings.
“I’ve been friends with Lauren Mahoney from
[interior design firm] Studio Trio for more than
25 years,” she says. “I’m hopeless when it comes
to shopping and coordinating, but having been
friends for so long, Lauren knows us and our
style. She made it so easy.”
Sarah and Paul requested a classic and robust
interior that could absorb the knocks of everyday
life with two boys while still being stylish and
comfortable. Lauren selected furnishings that
play to the home’s traditional features – think stately wingback chairs,
a solid, sculptural dining table and ornate light fittings. Living spaces
are cosy and comfortable with plump cushions and soft carpets and

rugs, and the bedrooms have been styled with their inhabitants in
mind – a playful, nautical theme for Sebastian; a cool teen hangout
for Ben; and a harmonious, effortless retreat for their parents.
Throughout, family photos and botanical
artworks fill the walls, and custom joinery in
the bathroom and living area displays books
and items collected on the couple’s travels.
“Paul and I can’t function in cluttered spaces
but we like the house to feel cosy and lived-in,”
says Sarah. “It’s a fine line between comfortable
and crazy, so we choose carefully.”
A palette of blues, greys and whites imbues
each room with a feeling of tranquillity, which
has been a blessing in recent times. “Like many
SARAH
families, we’ve spent more time at home,” says
Sarah. “Having spaces to retreat to as needed
has been a life-saver. We still smile every time we come home. The
softness, the light and shadow, the details and knowing how much
work we’ve put into this house… we feel very fortunate.” >

“THE kitchen
IS WARM AND
inviting, AND
OPENING TO THE
GARDEN ADDS
TO THE SENSE
OF SPACE”
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“FRIENDS HAVE
COMMENTED ON
HOW WELL THE
HOUSE balances
STYLE AND
COMFORT. THEY
SEE THE BEAUTY
AND quality IN THE
DETAILS” SARAH
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ACTUAL PAINT COLOUR MAY VARY ON APPLICATION
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DINING

DECK

KITCHEN

LIVING

LIBRARY “We use this room as a retreat, a quiet space for reading or
relaxing, quiet conversations or escaping the noise of the living area,”
says Sarah. Plush Cavalier Bremworth ‘Astoria’ carpet in Brooklyn aids
the cause, as does an existing sofa bed re-covered in ‘Monte Carlo’ navy
fabric from The Textile Company, a custom ottoman by Studio Trio
upholstered in ‘Genoa Trevira’ fabric in Deep Aqua from Westbury
Textiles and ‘Paro’ armchairs by Studio Trio in Schumacher ‘Menemsha’
fabric (try Orient House). “We think the armchairs really make this
room,” says Sarah. “The wingback style and fabric is so inviting. It’s
one of Shibi the cat’s favourite places to sleep – he lies in here for hours
and hours.” Walls in Dulux Sealegs display a set of floral prints from
Uttermost, while two pressed flower artworks from La Grolla frame
the leadlight window. The table lamps are from Canvas + Sasson,
and the door opens to the wraparound front verandah. >
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BENJAMIN’S BEDROOM (top left) Ben’s room is dedicated to his
love of basketball, as seen in the trio of framed NBL wall prints
from Divine Digital Prints. The oak ‘Austen’ bed and ‘Luna’ bedside
are both from Life Interiors. Black accents in the Mayfield ‘Rayray’
lamp and Serena & Lily bedlinen give a sense of maturity. “Lauren
made sure Ben’s room was more ‘teenager’ while still having a bit
of fun with it,” says Sarah. “What I would’ve given for a room like
this when I was 13!” SEBASTIAN’S BEDROOM (top right and left)
“We wanted something a bit playful for Basti’s room,” says Sarah.
“The nautical theme happened because he loves everything about
the ocean, the beach and fishing.” A ‘Hudson’ drum pendant from
Magins Lighting and bunting from Etsy are suspended from the
ceiling, while the wall in Dulux Bay’s Water sports a pair of ‘Palm
Beach’ paddles from Coastal Vintage. Sebastian’s existing bed
and side table were repainted in Dulux Odyssey. In a corner (left),
a Bramble ‘Surveyor’s’ desk in NBL Navy Blue is paired with an
‘Espen’ chair from Brosa. A Gubi ‘Démon’ bookshelf from Cult
holds books and toys, and the world map pinboard was sourced
from Etsy. MAIN BEDROOM (opposite) A cushioned bedhead by
Studio Trio upholstered in ‘Erin’ fabric in Cornflower from Marco
Fabrics ties in with walls in Dulux Spartan Blue. Bedlinen from
Serena & Lily and a Barbara Barry ‘Westport’ hanging shade from
Laura Kincade bring layers of texture to another space that meets
with the approval of Shibi the ragdoll cat. >

DESIGN HOUSE KNOT CUSHION (TOP LEFT) LEO & BELLA ‘LUNA’ BEANBAG (TOP RIGHT) LIFE!
ARTWORKS (LEFT) UNKNOWN ARTISTS ACTUAL PAINT COLOURS MAY VARY ON APPLICATION

“THE wall colour CHANGES
WITH THE TIME OF DAY. IN
THE MORNING, THE BLUE IS
vivid, IN THE AFTERNOON
IT’S MORE relaxed AND BY
THE EVENING IT’S MUCH
MORE GREY” SARAH
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CLASSIC ELEGANCE

Source book

Interior design: Lauren Mahoney, Studio Trio,
(02) 9967 3060, studiotrio.com.au.
Architect: Colin Filmer Architects.
Builder: SFN Constructions, (02) 9550 0911, sfnbuild.com.au.
Joinery: Sam Bilotta, BK Kitchens, 0418 224 375.
Kitchen: Provincial Kitchens, (02) 9315 7200, provincialkitchens.com.au.
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INSIDE STORY

Sarah & Paul’s home

BATHROOM A bank of joinery in Dulux Spartan Blue fills one wall of
the spacious main bathroom. “Looking back, making the bathroom as
big as it is seemed indulgent at the time, but it’s worked so well,” says
Sarah. “The boys get to use it every day – lucky things!” Husband
Paul also gets good use from the Kaldewei bathtub from Rogerseller.
“He’s 193cm, so getting a bath big enough was important.” Limestone
floor tiles from Marble & Ceramic Corp were a hardwearing choice.
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TAPWARE: ‘OVO’ WALL SET (#3) PARISI ‘ICON’ WALL SET (#4)
ASTRA WALKER MIRRORS (#3) MIRRORS GALORE (#4) UTTERMOST
ACTUAL PAINT COLOURS MAY VARY ON APPLICATION
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1. In the library, an Arteriors ‘Marcus’
glass coffee table from Boyd Blue.
2. Tessellated tiles from Olde English
Tiles pop against black granite stairs.
3. A Villeroy & Boch basin and Barbara
Barry ‘Clout’ sconces from Laura Kincade
in the boys’ bathroom.
4. More custom joinery by Studio Trio in
the ensuite, with a Calacatta Oro top and
Thassos tiles from Olde English Tiles.
5. In Ben’s room, a ‘No Nails’ pinboard
from Pottery Barn Kids above a Karpenter
‘Soho’ desk (try Elysium Home).
6. Lamps by Circle of Light continue the
main bedroom’s blue theme. Try Pottery
Barn for a similar bedside table.
7. Sarah and Paul chose Brazilian
chestnut timber flooring in a satin finish
for the open-plan living and kitchen area.

Who lives here?
Sarah, who works for family business
Gremalco while studying; her husband Paul,
an engineer at Gremalco; children Benjamin,
13, and Sebastian, 10; and Shibi the cat.
How would you describe your style?
Sarah: “A bit traditional with some
modern classic thrown in.”
Favourite things to buy for your home?
“Books, blankets, fresh flowers and candles!”
What’s your favourite piece?
“The dining table. It’s sculptural and soft but
solid, and the craftsmanship and detail are
brilliant. It’s a statement piece.”
Are there any eco elements?
“We installed a Ventis subfloor and home
ventilation system. It’s a passive system that
uses outside air to cool the house at night
in summer or air from the roof space to heat
it during the day in winter.”
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